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CROATIA 
with Slovenia & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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D AY  1 Leave Houston for Zagreb, Croatia

D AY  2 Arrival in Zagreb / Zagreb

D AY  3 Zagreb sightseeing / Zagreb

D AY  4 Drive to Ljubljana, Slovenia - sightseeing / Ljubljana

D AY  5 Postojna Caves - Wine tasting in Momjan / Rovinj

D AY  6 Brijuni Island & Pula sightseeing / Rovinj

D AY  7 Plitvice Lakes - drive to Split / Split

D AY  8 Visit Split & Trogir  / Split

D AY  9 Drive to Dubrovnik visiting Narona / Dubrovnik

D AY  1 0 Dubrovnik sightseeing  / Dubrovnik

D AY  1 1 Excursion to Montenegro  / Dubrovnik

D AY  1 2 Departure. 

ITINERARY

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

HIGHLIGHTS

Old town of Zagreb, Croatian capital. 

Ljubljana, capital of Slovenia. 

Postojna Cave visit. 

Tasting Croatian wine in Momjan and Narona. 

Brijuni Island with Tito’s summer residence. 

Town of Pula with 3000 years of history. 

Plitvice Lakes National Park in April. 

UNESCO Heritage List towns of Split & Trogir. 

Palace of Diocletian in Split. 

Archaeological Museum of Navona. 

Historic town of Dubrovnik. 

Coastal Montenegro: Perast - Kotor - Budva. 

Art gallery visits. 

Delicious food in local settings.
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INCLUDED
10 Nights hotel accommodation with daily breakfast. 

Lunches and dinners as indicated in the itinerary. Bottled water for meals.
Wine tastings in Kabola & around Narona.

Olive oil tasting in Istria.
English speaking professional tour guides.
Transportation with AC vehicles & drivers.

Two small bottles of water per person on the bus on touring days.
Arrival and departure transfers - with suggested flights.

All entry fees to places mentioned in the itinerary.
Porterage at hotels.

Tips for meals and accommodations.
Gratuities for guides & drivers.

NOT INCLUDED
International airfare.

Visa fees if applicable.
Drinks with included meals, except water, 

Gratuities for guides & drivers.
Personal expenditures like phone calls, laundry, medical expenses.

Travel insurance.

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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SUGGESTED FLIGHTS

Suggested flights are on Lufthansa, UA & Croatia Airlines: 

12 April Houston to Frankfurt 
LH 441 dep: 3:45 pm / arr: 8:20 am on 13 April 

13 April Frankfurt to Zagreb 
LH 1414 dep: 12:30 pm / arr: 1:55 pm 

23 April Dubrovnik to Frankfurt 
OU 418 dep: 6:35 am / arr: 8:35 am 

23 April Frankfurt to Houston 
UA 47 dep: 1:55 pm / arr: 5:50 pm 

Economy class: $1265 
Premium Economy: $2640 
Business class: $4558 

Fares are per person, including taxes, surcharges and fees as of 
June 3, 2022.

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

ACCOMMODATIONS
Zagreb: Esplanade Hotel

Superior Rooms

Ljubljana: Cubo Hotel
Standard Rooms
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Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

ACCOMMODATIONS
Rovinj: Lone Hotel

Premium Rooms

Split: Radisson Blu Hotel
City View Rooms
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Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

ACCOMMODATIONS
Dubrovnik: Dubrovnik Palace

Superior Sea View Rooms
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PROGRAM DETAILS

DAY 1 Wed, April 12 - Leave USA
We will leave USA for Zagreb, Croatia.

DAY 2 Thu, April 13 - Zagreb
We will arrive in Zagreb in the afternoon. Our driver and guide will meet and 

transfer us to our hotel.

Evening at leisure in Zagreb.

Overnight in Zagreb Meals: -

Zagreb, the capital of Croatia, is a vibrant city of more than eight hundred thousand 
people. It is a city with a rich history dating from Roman times. The city boasts a 
charming medieval 'old city' look, in addition to its 18th- and 19th-century Austro-

Hungarian architecture. At its center, Upper Town is the site of the Gothic, twin-spired 
Zagreb Cathedral and 13th-century St. Mark’s Church, with a colorfully tiled roof.

Zagreb is not short of other praiseworthy highlights: bountiful museums and an 
explosion of outdoor activities. So, think of vibrant food markets, everyday cafe 

culture, lush greenery and a host of street festivals.

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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DAY 3 Fri, April 14 - Zagreb
In the morning, we will meet our local guide at the lobby of our hotel for a full 

day sightseeing tour in and around Zagreb.

We will drive through the town of Krapina and reach Trakoscan castle 
museum. After visiting the castle, and spending some time in Krapina, we 

will drive back to Zagreb for a tour of city’s historic core.

Our guide will take us for a walk from Zrinjevac, through the avenues of trees 
and flowers to the main city square of Ban Jelacic in the heart of the city. We 
will continue the tour with the Upper Town and its medieval twin settlements: 

secular Gradec and ecclesiastical Kaptol, both of which are still well 
preserved today. We will discover its cobblestone streets, medieval towers, 

the vivacious green market, and old houses and churches. 

We will enrich our sightseeing tour with an “Extraordinary Experience”: A visit 
to the MUSEUM OF NAÏVE ARTS and a private meeting with the Museum’s 

Curator. 
Then we will continue by funicular or by foot to the Lower Town, dominated 

by the impressive Croatian National Theatre. This neobaroque edifice is 
surrounded by numerous Art Nouveau buildings that represent Croatian 
architecture of the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. 

Overnight in Zagreb Meals: B-L-D

Trakoscan Castle, originally built in the 13th century as a small observation fortress, 
acquired its present appearance in the 19th century. It was turned into a residential 
manor-house, while the surrounding park was turned into gardens. In 1953 it was 

established as a museum with collections on permanent display.

Krapina has been known since 1193. But today it is famous for the finding of richest 
collection of Neanderthal fossils most of which are exhibited in the local museum.

The Museum of Naïve Arts is located in the 18th century Raffay Palace in the Upper 
Town and it is considered the first museum of naïve art in the world. The museum 
keeps 1500 works of art - paintings, sculptures, drawings, and prints - mainly by 

Croatians but also by other well-known artists of the world.

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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DAY 4 Sat, April 15 - Zagreb - Ljubljana
This morning we will leave Zagreb and drive to Ljubljana, the capital of 

Slovenia.

Upon arrival, we will start our walking tour of the city. We'll witness some of 
the most significant sights of the old city center such as the picturesque 

Central open-air market and the Three Bridges, both designed by famous 
architect Joze Plecnik, as well as the Baroque Town Hall and Robba's 
Fountain. On our tour, we will also visit Ljubljana Castle and the Virtual 

Museum.

Overnight in Ljubljana Meals: B-L-D

Ljubljana, is the capital and largest city of Slovenia. It is the cultural, educational, 
economic, political and administrative center of the country. 

It's known for its university population and green spaces, including expansive Tivoli 
Park. The curving Ljubljanica River, lined in outdoor cafes, divides the city's old town 

from its commercial hub. 
 It was under Habsburg rule from the Middle Ages until the dissolution of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire in 1918. After World War II, Ljubljana became the capital of 
the Socialist Republic of Slovenia, part of the Socialist Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia. It retained this status until Slovenia became independent in 1991 and 
Ljubljana became the capital of the newly formed state.

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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DAY 5 Sun, April 16 - Ljubljana - Rovinj
This morning we will leave for the Adriatic coast of Slovenia and end up in 

Rovinj, Croatia.
On the way, we will visit the Postojna cave and the Predjama castle- a 

fortress built into the side of a cliff.

Then we will enjoy lunch at a local restaurant.

After lunch we will say goodbye to our Slovenian guide and continue with our 
driver towards Croatia. 

After border we will meet our Croatian guide and continue to charming 
village of Momjan for a wine tasting and light snack in Kabola Winery.

Throughout the past, Momjan area was known as one of the most productive 
wine regions in Istria. It even provided the Austro-Hungarian aristocracy with 

wine. Today we will get a chance to taste these famous wines (muscat, 
malmsey, teran etc.) that carry their own label “Kabola”.

And then drive to our hotel in Rovinj.

Overnight in Rovinj Meals: B-L-D

Postojna Cave is a 20km long karst cave system and is the second largest cave 
system in the country. The cave was created by the Pivka River. The tour of the cave 

takes about 1.5hrs.

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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DAY 6 Mon, April 17 - Brijuni - Pula - Rovinj
In the morning, we will go to the small town of Fažana, where we will take a 

small public boat to the Brijuni Islands.
After having a tour of the island, including a visit  of former president Tito’s 
residence where he welcomed guests, we will take a boat back to Fažana 

where we will have a lunch at a local restaurant.

After lunch, we will continue on to Pula, a town with over 3,000 years of 
history. 

Pula is the largest town on the Istrian peninsula and offers a diversity of 
attractions to those interested in regional culture.  The story of Pula begins 
with the myth of the Argonauts and the search for the Golden Fleece. It was 
the home of the Istrians, Romans, and Venetians. Various historical groups 
took part in the creation of this unique town.  Today Roman temples stand 

next to Baroque palaces, early Christian churches face grand Austrian villas, 
and ancient medieval walls are intersected by antique town gates.

Our rich itinerary takes us by the landmarks of the old town, and both begins 
and ends at the Roman Amphitheatre, commonly referred to as the Arena of 

Pula. Built in the 1st century AD at the same time as the magnificent 
Colosseum in Rome, it was once the site of gladiator battles. In the Middle 
Ages it hosted knight tournaments and fairs, and today it is the venue for 

local summer performances. While strolling through Pula with our guide, we 
will come across numerous Roman monuments such as the Triumphal Arch 

of the Sergi from the 1st century B.C., the Temple of Augustus, and the 
Small Roman Theatre in the town center. After the tour, we will return to 

Rovinj.

Overnight in Rovinj Meals: B-L-D

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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DAY 6 Mon, April 17 - Brijuni - Pula - Rovinj (continued)

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

Known as the Pieces of Heaven, Brijuni is a stunning archipelago of lush islands that 
contains more than of 5,000 years of human history.

In the late 19th century, Brijuni became an exclusive beach resort and the center of 
social life on the Austrian Riviera for aristocrats and the wealthy European elite.  

But it was not until the Yugoslav President, Josip Broz Tito, made Brijuni his personal 
State Summer Residence that the islands became world famous. During our tour, we 

will also visit Tito's residence where he welcomed guests.
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DAY 7 Tue, April 18 - Rovinj - Split
This morning our driver will drive us to Split. On our way, we will stop to visit 
the Plitvice Lakes, the most beautiful national park in Croatia, enlisted by the 

UNESCO on the World Natural Heritage list. 
Upon arrival, we will enjoy the tour of the park area with our guide.

Our guide will take us through the park by a well-laid out system of  wooden 
walkways  that allow us to experience the best of our visit. 

After the tour, we will have lunch at a local restaurant. After lunch, we will 
continue on with our driver and guide to Split. 

Evening, on our own to explore various dining options in the town.

Overnight in Split Meals: B-L

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

Plitvice Lakes: The beauty of the National Park lies in its sixteen lakes, inter-
connected by a series of waterfalls, and set in deep woodland populated by deer, 

bears, wolves, boars and rare bird species.   The lakes are renowned for their 
distinctive colors, ranging from azure to green, grey or blue. The waters flowing over 
the limestone and chalk have, over thousands of years, deposited travertine barriers, 
creating natural dams, which in turn have created a series of beautiful lakes, caves 

and waterfalls.
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DAY 8 Wed, April 19 - Split - Trogir
Today we will cover the highlights of Split and Trogir, historic towns included 

in the UNESCO’s World Heritage list.
Set on a small island just off the mainland, Trogir is a tiny charming town 
surrounded by impressive fortress walls. After we enter the fortified town 
through the Land Gate, we will stroll along its narrow streets, flanked by 

ancient stone houses. During the walk through this picturesque town, we will 
come across numerous valuable edifices, such as the St. Lawrence 

Cathedral with a magnificent 13th century Romanesque portal; the Old City 
Hall from the 15th Century, the Kamerlengo Tower on the relaxing waterfront 

promenade and many others. We will enter St. Lawrence Cathedral and 
enjoy this marvellous work of the local architect, Master sculptor Radovan.

After some time at our leisure, we will continue to Split and the Meštrović 
Gallery, which celebrates one of the most famous Croatian artists of the 20th 
century – sculptor Ivan Meštrović. We will have a VIP tour with the Museum’s 

Curator.

We will drive to the old town of Split for lunch at a local restaurant.
Then we will enjoy a guided tour of the 1700 years of the living monument, 

Split. We will visit Diocletian’s palace, Cathedral of St. Domnius and Split city 
museum.

Evening is on our own to try what Split has to offer.

Overnight in Split Meals: B-L

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

Split & Diocletian’s Palace: The first famous inhabitant of Split was the Roman 
emperor Diocletian, who started to build his palace in this friendly bay around 293 AD. 
After his abdication, he withdrew to this luxurious palace to enjoy the rest of his life. 
The following turbulent centuries turned the palace into a town first populated by the 
citizens of the nearby Salona, fleeing from Avars and Slavs. The town overgrew the 

walls of the palace and its authorities kept changing - from Croatian kings, Hungarian 
and Venetian administration, to French rulers and Austro-Hungarian monarchy.
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DAY 9 Thu, April 20 - Narona - Dubrovnik
We will leave Split for Dubrovnik. On the way we will visit the beautiful 

Archaeological Museum Narona. The museum was built on-site, above the 
ancient temple of Augustus and opened in 2007 as a first in situ museum in 
Croatia. The museum houses a rich collection including 17 marble statues, 
both outsized and in natural height from the Augusteum and has received 

three awards, first one being for its design. 

On the way, we will have a special wine tasting at a local winery, with lunch.

Upon arrival to Dubrovnik, we will check in to our hotel. 
Rest of the day at leisure.

Evening, on our own to explore various dining options in the town.

Overnight in Dubrovnik Meals: B-L

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights
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DAY 10 Fri, April 21 - Dubrovnik
In the morning, walking tour of the old town of Dubrovnik, one of the most 

beautiful stone-built cities in the world, with our guide.

While strolling with your guide down Stradun, the main street, we will stop to 
visit the Franciscan Monastery of the “Order of Friars Minors” that preserves 

one of the three oldest pharmacies in Europe. We will continue down and 
pass by Orlando Column and Sponza Palace and visit the Church of St. 

Blasius, the patron-saint of the town. We will also discover Rector’s Palace, 
the magnificent structure of the dukes of Dubrovnik, and the Cathedral of 

Virgin Mary with a treasury containing the originals by Tiziano and Rafaelo 
and many other valuable relicts.

We will have lunch at a local restaurant. Afternoon will be at leisure. In the 
evening we have the chance to explore local restaurants on our own.

Overnight in Dubrovnik Meals: B-L

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

Dubrovnik: An important maritime port and a one-time state, Dubrovnik has always 
been a cultural metropolis. More than a thousand-year history is reflected in every 

part of the town. As one of UNESCO World Heritage sites, Dubrovnik owes its special 
charm to the historic monuments which testify to its rich history. The works of artists, 

writers and scientists of Dubrovnik have been woven into the texture of the town.
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DAY 11 Sat, April 22 - Montenegro - Dubrovnik
This  morning, we will meet our driver in the hotel lobby for a private transfer to 

Montenegro – a mystical land of wild beauties. Our local guide will welcome us at 
the border between Croatia and Montenegro. In Boka Bay, the only fjord in 

Mediterranean, our first destination is the old town of Perast, a sleepy baroque town 
on the seashore. The most beautiful buildings of this small town were built in the 
17th and 18th centuries. At that time seafaring was growing and captains built 

magnificent villas that even today capture us with their beauty. Perast also abounds 
in sacred monuments, such as the Church Sveti Nikola and Our Lady of the Rocks, 

built on the artificial island just opposite of Perast. 
Following our visit to Perast, our guide and driver will take us to Kotor, home-town 

of the famous sailors and traders of Boka Bay. Kotor’s architecture, a  post-modern 
mix of various epochs and its position at the bottom of the sharp cliffs of the Lovcen 

Mountain, makes it different  from any other Mediterranean town. Our guide will 
take us to the Cathedral of St. Trifun, a monument of Roman culture and one of the 

most recognizable symbols of the town. We will also visit the Maritime Museum,

After lunch we will continue to Budva, considered to be one of the oldest 
settlements in the Balkans. This ancient town lies on a little island that was linked to 
the land by a sandbar and in time became a peninsula. Our guide will take us for a 
walk around the 15th century ramparts and medieval fortifications and a visit to the 
Citadel. Inside the walls, we will find the town to be a combination of narrow streets 
and little squares, with superb monuments of the different Mediterranean cultures. 

After the tour, we will say goodbye to our guide and continue with our driver back to 
Dubrovnik.

Overnight in Dubrovnik Meals: B-L-D

Croatia 
with Slovenia  & Montenegro

April 12 - 23, 2023
12 Days / 10 Nights

Montenegro: It is located on the Adriatic Sea and is a part of the Balkans. From the 
late 14th century to the late 18th century, large parts of southern Montenegro were 

ruled by the Venetian Republic. After falling under Ottoman rule, Montenegro regained 
its independence in 1696. In 1910, the country became a kingdom. After World War I, 

the kingdom became part of Yugoslavia. Following the breakup of Yugoslavia, the 
republics of Serbia and Montenegro together proclaimed a federation. Following 

an independence referendum held in May 2006, Montenegro declared its 
independence and the confederation dissolved.
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DAY 12 Sun, April 23 - Departure
We will be transferred to the airport for our return flight.

Contact Us
 

travel@wachouston.org
713-522-7811

www.wachouston.org 
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